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Installation Instructions 

Shield Installation

1.Take out the Shield on the Panel Frame protective
packaging and the Screws in the bag. 
2.Tilt the Washing Machine backward and slowly put it 
down on a cushion. 
3.Push the Shield straight along the Seat Slot until it is 
installed in place. 
4.Fix the Shield and Seat with Screws.
5.Lift the Washing Machine gently until it is placed
steadily. 

•---------------------------------------

Placement of the Washing Machine 

Shield 

Screw 

1.Choose a dry place without direct sunlight to the Washing Machine. 

Bottom Bracket 

2.Place the Washing Machine on steady solid ground. ,--------.---------.
3.A floor drainer shall be provided in the place where Q � : X �
the Washing Machine is placed, and shall drain water ':, 2 : "' 1 t "
smoothly. The floor drainer shall be in the same plane '--"' : o· Q 

as that where the Washing Machine is placed or slightly 
Tilled Ground lower than the plane, to avoid Washing Machine ste��
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leakage causing any damage. -
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4.Place the Washing Machine as firmly as possible.
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If necessary, level the Washing Machine by • , ,. adjusting the Adjustable Feet of the Washing - : -
Machine according to the order shown in the figures. : 
The maximum allowable inclination of the plane on Unsteady Ground :
which the Washing Machine is placed is 2°. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•

Support Stand 

and Platform 

Notes: Bottom Bracket 
Bottom Bracket 

•When the Washing Machine is placed on the floor 
or a flexible support stand, the Washing Machine 
may vibrate. 
•Do not place any object such as a carpet below the 
Washing Machine to prevent the bottom opening 
from being blocked. 

•----------------------------------------

Faucet Selection
Faucet Type: (the faucet mouth shall be 
smooth) 
Type A: The most appropriate 
Type B: Faucet length must be greater 
than 16mm. Otherwise the universal joint 
cannot be installed. 
Type C: Water leakage may occur with 
the part shown in the figure. 

•----------------------------------------

Notes: 

�·� 
Adjustable Foot Adjustable Foot 

""b, :�:� 
�: �e: :::�(\:���i•mayocm 
- - - - - - --·- - - - - - - --·- - - - - - - - - - -

•If you do not use the appropriate faucet, 
please replace it. 

1.When installing the Washing Machine, please be sure to remove the Pedestal and Bracket
for transportation at the bottom of the Washing Machine. Otherwise it cannot be used. 

2.During installation or initial use, a small amount of water will flow out of the Drain Hose, 
which is residual water left over from the factory during routine inspection. 

3. Unplug the Power Cord when Washing Machine is not in use and turn off the faucet to
avoid accidental fires and water leakage accidents. 
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